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Abstract 

Many interesting problems in classical physics involve the behavior of solu

tions of nonlinear hyperbolic systems as certain parameter and coefficients becomes 

infinite. Quite often, the limiting solution (when it exits) satisfies a completely 

different nonlinear partial differential equation. The incompressible limit of the 

compressible Navier-Stokes equations is one physical problem involving dissipation 

when snch a singular limiting process is interesting. 

In this article we study the time-discretized compressible Navier-Stokes 

equation and consider the incompressible limit as the Mach number tends to zero. 

For 1'-law gas, 1 < l' =5 2, D =5 4, we show that the solutions (Po J.£f'./€) of the com

pressible Navier-St.okes system converge to the solution (I, v) of the incompressible 

Navier-Stokes system. Furthermore we also prove that the limit also satisfies the 

Leray energy inequality. 
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I. Introduction 

The Navier-Stokes equations occupy a central position in the study of non

linear partial differential equations, dynamical systems, and modern scientific COlll

putation, as well as classical fluid dynamics. Because of the complexity and variety 

of fluid dynamical phenomena, and the simplicity and exactitude of the governing 

equations, a very special depth and beauty is expected in the mathematical theory. 

One of the fundamental questions concerning these equations is "How do 

solutions depend on the physical parameters?". Typically, problems in this class 

involve singular limits. 

Many int.crcsting problcllls in classical physics involve the bchavior of solu

tions of nonlincar systems as certain parameter and coefficients becomes infinite. 

Quit.e often, the limiting solution (when it exits) satisfies a completcly diffcrent 

nonlincar partial diffcrential equation. The incompressible limit of the comprcss

iblc Navier-Stokcs equations is one physical problcm involving dissipation when 

such a singular limit.ing proccss is interesting. 

The question of the incompressible limit in fluid dynamics has rcceived con

siderable attent.ion. The hasic result, which has bcen provcn in various contexts, is 

tha.t. slightly compressible fluid flow is close to incompressible flow, even 

though the equat.ions for the latter arc related to those for the former via a singular 

limit.. This justifies the use of the incompressihle flow equations for certain real 

fluids t.ha.t. are actually slightly compressible. (see [KMal], [KMa2], [Majl], etc.) 

Another important and interesting question concerning the singular limit is 

"Are the Euler equat.ions the inviscid limit of the Navier-Stokes equations?". In the 

absence of boundaries the answer is yes, for short times [Kat2] or at least as long 

as t.he Euler solution is smooth [ConI]. In t.he presence of boundaries the answer is 

in general no, because of discrepancies in the boundary behavior (boundary layer). 

DiPel'l1a and Majda introduced a new concept of measl1l'e-valued solution 

for t.he 3-D incompressible Euler equations in order to incorporate the complex 

phenomena present ill limits of approximate solutions of these equations. They 
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prove that a sequence of Leray-Hopf weak solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations 

converges in the high Reynolds number limit to a measure-valued solution of 3-D 

Euler equations for all positive times(see [DiPM]). 

First the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations describe the evolution of 

the velocity field u = u(x, t) of an idealized fluid over a given domain in RD. 

8t u + (u. V)u = -VP+ v~u, (1.1) 

V·u=o, (1.2) 

u (x, 0) = Uo (x) , x E R D , (1.3) 

whcre v > 0 is the kinetic viscosity of the fluid. We call v~u the diffusion 01' 

dissipation term and (u. V) u the inertia or convection term. The effect of the 

dissipative terlll is one of dissipating energy and smoothing. The equations say that 

u is convected subject to pressure forces and, at the same time is dissipated. In a 

seminal paper of 1934, J.Leray([Lerj) proved the existence of a temporally global 

weak solution to these equations over the whole space R3 for any initial data with 

finite energy. The uniqueness of these solutions has not yet been either proved nor 

disproved; there are known sufficient conditions which guarantee uniqueness [Serlo 

The regularity properties of these solutions are not sufficiently understood. It is 

known that the spatial BV norm is bounded'in time and various temporal averages 

of higher derivatives are also apriori bounded(see [Con2]). 

It is still unknown whether the existence of smooth solutions of the N avier

Stokcs equations is a generic fact. This makes the derivation of hydrodynamics 

limit for weak solut.ions a problem of definite interest, although more complicated 

than for smooth solut.ions. 

Next we consider the compressible Navier-Stokes equation 
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(104) 

8t J.t + V· (J.t ~ J.t) + V P(p) = V· (v L ) , (1.5) 

(1.6) 

where P is the pressure. For compressihle fluid this function determines the com

pressibility of the fluid. To avoid complications at the boundary, we concentrate 

below on the case where x E TD, the D-dill1ensional torus. 

Both the systems in (I.l) - (1.3) and the one in (IA) - (1.6) describe fluid 

flow in certain regions of motion. A basic question is the following: 

Q: How are the solutions of compressihle and incompressihle fluids related? 

Note that the momentulU equation (I.l) and the equation (I.2) are of dif

ferent type. This makes the existence theory lUore difficult. Indeed, the short-time 

existence theory for the compressible equations is somewhat easier than the theory 

for the incompressihles. However, using the idea of initialization for problems 

with different time scale, one can also treat the incompressible case as a limit of 

compressible ones(see [KreLNJ, [KreL] and [Teml]). 

Before further discnssion, we describe our main motivating problem, that 

of the stability of compressible flow ncar its incompressible limit. One of the most 

powerful tools for examining properties of the Navier-Stokes equations is that of 

scaling argument, i.e., to scale the variahles. This enables one both to simplify 

the equations by neglecting terms and to use one calculation or experiment to 

obtain results for another similar problem. In fact we can also obtain the incom

pressihle equat.ions by a limiting process from the eqnations governing compressible 

flows. We shall see below t.hat the eqnations in (1.1) - (I.2) arise as the singular 

limit equations for the system in (I.ll) - (I.12) as the Mach number tends to zero. 
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The first step in understanding this limiting process is through the nondimen

sionalization of the compressible fluid equations. 

We consider (1.4) - (1.5) with initial data p(x, 0) = pin(x) , lL(x, 0) = I-'in(x) 

and set 

to represent typical values for the density and fluid momentum present in the initial 

data for (1.4) - (1.5). We introduce the new variables, 

- I-' 1-'=-, 
JLm 

- p , p=-, x =x, 
Pm 

t' = /Lm €t, 
Pm 

and rewrite the compressible fluid equations in (0.4) - (0.5), 

(-0-) 1 ~ 
€Dt,jL+V· I-' p I-' +..\2Vp(p) = JL

m 
V'(lIz:=), 

where ..\2 is the nondimensional quanity 

..\2 = (~~ (Pm) II ~: 12) (,A) -1 • 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

(I.9) 

(I.10) 

In particular, the Mach number M is defined by the ratio of the typical fluid speed 
1 

(described by Ivml = JLm/ Pm) to the typical sound speed (described by (dp/dp);;). 

i.e., with c(Pm} = (dp/dp) 1/2 , 

If the Mach number is small. say M = O(€), i.e., ..\ = (~). Then after scaling. 

balancing the dissipation term and dropping the primes and the tildas, we derive 

the scaled compressible Navier-Stokes equations 

(I.11) 

(1.12) 
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It is obvious that (1,0) is a trivial solution of (1.11) - (1.12). We consIder 

the pcrturbation near (1,0). That is looking at data near the equilibrium (p, JL) = 
(1,0). Lct 

(1.13) 

wherc fie' Pe play the roles of the velocity fluctuation and density fluctuation 

respectively. Then (1.11) - (1.12) becomes 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

or 

(1.16) 

(1.17) 

As € tends t.o zero, thc lcading behavior of the fluctuations is formally consistent 

wit.h the incompressible Navicr-Stokcs cqnations. In fact, formally letting € - 0 in 

(1.16) produccs the incompressibility condition \l.p, = O. Whilc somc cocfficicnts 

in (1.17) bccomes iufinity as € - O. So we call this is a singular limit. 

Introducing thc prcssure fluctuation Pe by 

(1.18) 

thcn wc have 

(1.19) 

(1.20) 
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Thus this last equation makes sense as an approximation to the considered com

pressible fluid equation around a state of identically constant density and constant 

momentum. If (Ii! ,Pd is compact in some topology then there exits (ji" P) such 

that 

in this topology. Then formally letting € --t 0, (ji" P) will solve the incompressible 

Navier-Stokes equations (1.1) - (I.2). In fact we can also see the rigorous results 

by asymptotic expansion of solutions of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations 

(1.11) - (1.12). Proceeding formally we assume the asymptotic expansion 

i.e., the density is almost constant, 

p,! = €p,(1) + €3p,(2) + O(€/j). 

By Taylor's expansion we obtain 

then 

~VP=V(C2p(1»+ O(€2), 
€2 

(1.21) 

where c2 = ~(1). We suhsitute the expansion in (1.20) into the eqs.(1.11) - (1.12) 

and equate powers of € to obtain 

V'p,(l) =0, 

Dt p(1) + V'p,(2) = 0, (1.22) 

Dtp,(l) + v. (p,(1) 0P,(1» + V p(l) = V· (v 2:(1») , 

where p(1) == ~(I)p(1) gives the pressure and density fluctuation. Take divergence 

and eliminate p,(1) we derive the familar equation of linear acoustics 

(1.23) 
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It explains the fact that small perturbation of pressure, density and velocity prop

agates in a fluid in the form of the acoustics wave. As previous we can conjecture 

that (/L(t) , p(l») will solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. 

In fluid dynamics there appear many systems of nonlinear differential equa

tions involving parameters such as the Mach number and the Alfven number etc. 

One problem on the singular limit is to determine the limiting system which has 

a completely different property comparing with the original system, as such a pa

rameter tends to some value. 

When the system is hyperbolic, this problem has been studied in Kreiss

Browning ([Krell]), Klainerman - Majda ([KMal], [KMa2]), Majda ([Majl]), and 

Schohet ([Schl]-[Sch4]). In particular, Klainerman and Majda ([KMal]-[KMa2]) 

studied the convergence of classical solutions of the compressible fluid equations to 

their incompressible limit as the Mach number becomes small. 

However, to insure that the solution is close to a solution of the incompress

ible equation, one has to prepare the initial data. The principle is the initial

ization, one choose thc initial data so that a number of timc dcrivatives at t = 0 

remain bounded indepcndent of thc compressibility. 

It is shown by Kato that unique solutions for nonviscous flow exist for all 10 on 

the timc interval [0, T] indcpendent of 10, and if the initial datum is incompressible 

datum, Klainerman and Majda ([KMal]-[KMa2]) provc that thc solutions converge 

as 10 -+ 0 uniformly on [0. T] to a solution of the incompressiblc Eulcr equation. 

For the initial datum is not incompressiblc, it is solved by Ukai. But the 

uniform convergcnce breaks ncar t = 0, due to thc dcvclopmcnt of initial layer. (see 

[Uka]) 

Similar results are also true for the compressiblc and incompressible Navier

Stokcs equations but only for thc periodic initial data indcpcndent of the viscosity 

cocfficicnts as they tcnd to zero.(sec [KMal], [KMa2] and [Majl].) For stationary 

motions it had been studied in [H.ll. da Veiga 1-2], but only for small data( classical 

sol u tions ). 
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In very interesting recent work, H.O.Kreiss's ([KreLN]) they have studied 

the slightly compressible Navier-Stokes equations, but of different form. For the 

Cauchy problem periodic in space, under appropriate assumptions on the initial 

data, the solution of the compressible equation consists -to first order- of a 

solution of the incompressible equations plus a function which is highly oscillating 

in time. The highly oscillatory part (the sound wave) can be described by wave 

equations, at least locally in time. 

Very recently DiPerna and Lions obtained the first global existence proof of 

large amplitude solutions to the Doltzmann equation. Here, weak L1-solutions of 

arbitrary amplit.ude are constructed for initial data satisfying only the physically 

nat.ural condition t.hat the total mass! energy and entropy be finite. This fact has 

implicat.ions for various a...c;ymptotic problcms snch as the hydrodynamics limit and 

the large-time behavior. In many respects DiPerna-Lions theory is analogous to 

Leray global existence theory for the Navier-Stokes equation(see [DiPL)). 

Under some mild compactness assumptions the global in time convergence of 

DiPerna-Lions renormalized solutions of the time-discretized Boltzmann equat.ion 

to the Leray solution of the time-discretized incompressihle Navier-Stokes equations 

is proved(see [DGL2]). Stimulated by [DGL2] we study the incompressihle limit of 

the compressible Navier-Stokes equation for large data satisfying only the entropy 

illcquali ty. 

The nonstationary problems are much mOl~e difficult than the stationary 

problem. When we use the compactness ll;lCthod the main difficulty lies in the 

nonlinear t.erm, for example, (Uf'V')Uf , in Euler equation or Navier-Stokes equation. 

If ¢(" .) is a smooth vector field defined ill R+ x n with compact support 

thcn 

(1.24) 
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and under the weak convergence assumption' U e .!:'.. U one may have ( for example, 

when concentrations or oscillations occur in the approximate sequence u( ) 

(1.25) 

where D' is the class of distributions. Knowing the weak limit of a sequence docs 

not yield the limit of its square! The difficulty turns upon the possibility of very 

rapid fluctuations in the functions U(' This is the problem of oscillation. Another 

difficulty is the problem of concentration we will discuss in lemma IV.5. 

To ensure the eqnality of both sides of (I.24), one would need some pointwise 

convergence (at least almost everywhere) for u((x, t) in R+ x n. (see Lemma 

III.II) In fact this is correspondent to the following question. Let In be a bounded 

sequence of functions in LP(I, B) where B is a Banach space and 1 ~ p ::;; 00. 

When does there exist a strongly converging subsequence; that is to say when is 

{In} relatively compact in LP(I, B)? 

This is the crucial point in the compactness method for existence of solutions 

III nonlinear part.ial differential eqnation; several examples of this met.hod were 

given by .J.L.Lions ([Lio]). 

A first answer which allows to solve a large diversity of problems, as is shown 

in ([Lio], [CoF] and [Tem1]) was given by J.P.Aubin, we called it Lions-Aubin 

lemma: it suffices that the In arc bounded in a space LP(I, X) where X is 

included in a space n with compact imbedding and derivatives odn are bounded 

in a space Lq(I, Y) where n c Y. 

As we know a linear wave travels without change of profile. However, in the 

nonlinear wave the nonlinearity play the role to produce progressively more and 

more deformation in the wave profile as t increases. That's why the uniform control 

in time is difficult to obtain. It is a natural phenomenon for nonlinear wave. 

Onc method to overcome the difficulty is to approximate the evolution op

erator by the stationary operator. The idea comes from when we discretize the 

time variable. 
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More precisely (see [Lio]) we can approximate the operator tt by the differ

ence quotient 

where 

i.e., 

1-7"h 
h 

7"hf(x) = f(x - h), 

7"11 = translation in t of distance h. 

Then we can approximate the equation 

by 

du 
dt+A(u)=f, 

1 -7"11 
h Uh + A(Uh} = f. 

(1.26) 

(1.27) 

(1.28) 

Usually the existence, uniqueness and the regularity results for (1.28) are 

easy to derive. We hope in some proper topology, by passing to subsequence we 

have 

as h' --. o. 

and U satisfies (1.27) in this topology. However, we have the same difficulty as 

([DGL2]); lacking a compactness result in the time variable. Therefore for the 

incompressible limit we only deal with the time discretized case. To conclude this 

introduction let us briefly discuss the contents of this article. 

Chapter II contains the basic background and description for the compress

ible and incompressible fluid flow. The tX:Lllsport theorem provides the basic tool 

to get the energy estimates. 

In chapter III, we introduce the idea of ent.ropy, relative entropy which give 

us t.he apriori bounds. The Legendre transformation and the generali7.ed Young's 
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inequality are important when we prove the weak Ll compactness' of the nonli~ear 

tcrm {;. (tt ® tt)}· 
In chaptcr IV, we obtain the entropy inequality for the scaled compressible 

Navier-Stokes equation. We also introduce the function space C(J, X), LV(J, X) 

and Orlicz space L\II which are natural function spaces for the evolution problems. 

Here we also state the Arzela-Ascoli theorem and the well known Dunford-Pettis 

theorem. The generalized Lebesgue theorem is important when we want to get the 

strong Ll-compactncss for the sequence of the density {Pf}, 

Chapter V is mainly devoted to the study of the scaled compressible Navier

Stokes equation. Wc obtain somc compactness rcsults which arc st.raight implica

tion of the entropy incquality. 

Chapter VI is the hcart of this article. We prove the incompressible limit of 

the solutions of the time-discrcti7.ed compressible Navier-Stokes equation (for the 

'Y -law gas) as the Mach ll11111bcr bccome small. 

In order t.o be sure that the discussion above make sense, we prove the 

exist.ence, uniqueness and the regularity theorem for the parabolic regularization 

systcm by the semigronp theory in Appendix A. 

In appendix B wc stat.e the Helmholtz decomposition theorem in R D and 

TD. It guarantees the existence of the limit of the pressure term. 
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II. Preliminaries 

In this chapter we state the basic equations of fluid mechanics. These equa

tions are derived from the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy. The 

foundation of the study of fluid motion lies in kinematics, the analysis of motion 

and deformation without reference to the forces that are brought into play. 

Fluid mechanics concerns itself with the study of the motion of fluids (gases 

and liquids). Gas-dynamics, or compressible fluid flow, is the study of those motions 

for which changes in fluid density play an essential role. Although there is some 

density change in every physical flow, it is often possible to neglect such changes 

and t.reat the flow according to the idealization that the fluid is incompressible. 

This approximat.ion may be applicable to gases, for example, in low-speed flow 

around an airplanc or flow through a vacuum cleaner, as well as to liquids. 

An incompressible flow of a homogeneous fluid in all of space RD; is deter

mincd by t.he system of equations 

In the above 

Du 
Dt = -V' P + v ~ u , 

V'·u=O, 

u{X,O)=UO{X)j xeRD. 

u(X,t) = (U1,u2, ... ,uD ) is the fluid velocity, 

P(x,t) is the scalar pressure, 

Du. I . d' . Dt IS t 1e convectIve el'lvatIve, 

(i.e. the derivative along particle trajectories.) 

(11.1) 

(11.2) 

(11.3) 
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(II.4) 

It takes into account the fact that the fluid is moving and that the positions 

of fluid particles change with time. Indeed, if f(x(t}, t} is any function of position 

and time ( scalar or vector ) , then by the chain rule , 

d Df 
dt (J(x(t), t» = at! + u· V' f = Dt (x(t), t) . 

The divergence of a vector field is given by 

D 

'V·u = 2:aXjUj. 
j=l 

(I I.5) 

A given constant viscosity coefficient v ~ 0 can be viewed as the reciprocal of 

Reynolds number Re. The Reynolds number is a dimensionless number and it is 

evidently a measure of the importance of the terms due to viscosity. For v > 0 

the eqnation (II.1) is called the Navier-Stokes equation, for v = 0 it reduces to 

the Euler equation. In most applications, v is an extremely small quantity with 

1) « 1 and typically v has sizes from 10-3 to 10-6 in turbulent flows. Thus, one can 

anticipate that the behavier of invisid solutions of the Euler equations with v = 0 

is quite important in describing solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations when 

1) is small; there are rigorous theorems supporting this fact (see [Con1],[Katl]). 

The rigorous theorem (see [ConI]) supports the fact that solutions of the Navier

Stokes equations at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers remain regular on any time 

interval where the Euler equations remain smooth. These equations follow from 

the conversation of momcntum for a continuum. The cquation in (II.2) expresses 

the incompressibility of the fluid. We will explain this more specific later. 

The init.ial value problem (II.1) - (II.3) is unusual because it contains the 

time derivative of only D out of D + 1 unknown functions. 
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For the compressible fluid flow 

8t p+V·(pu} = 0, (11.6) 

(11.7) 

where 

I: == (V'u) + (V'u) T - ~ (V' .u) I. (11.8) 

Sometimes it is easier to study pu rather than p and u separately. Let 

I-" = pu (momentum) j (11.9) 

with t.he variables (p. 1-") , the compressible equations (1.6) - (1.8) become 

(11.10) 

UtI-" + V'. (I-" ~ 1-") + V' P(p) = V'. (v I: ) , (11.11) 

(11.12) 

Similar to the incompressible fluid, for v > 0 , (1I.6) - (II.8) is called the compress

ible Navier-Stokes equation, for v ~ 0, the compressible Euler equation. 

For compressible motions the fluid pressure depends only on the density p 

are said to be barotropic. This leads to a si'IllpIification in the equations of motion 

almost as great as if the density itself were taken constant. We simply write 

P=P(p). (11.13) 
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Since pressure cannot decrease as density increase, so we require the physical con

dition that 

p' (p) is nonnegative. 

Thus we can define a function c by 

1 

C = (p'{p)) 2. (II.14) 

This c is the sound speed of the fluid, and like p , it depends on x and t. It is 

emphasized that the sound speed is not a .constant for a particular fluid; it is a 

thermodynamic variable and depends on the state of the fluid. In this article we 

will study the fluid flows in the periodic case, i.e., we require that 

u(x + ei, t) = u(x, t); i = 1,2, ... , D, (II.15) 

for all x and t ~ 0, where ei are the standard basis vector in RD , 

ei = (0, ... ,0,1,0, ... ,0) . 

The advantage of the boundary condition (II.15) is that it leads to a simpler 

functional setting, while many of the mathematical difficulties remain unchanged 

(except of course those related to the boundary layer difficulties). 

Periodic flows provide prototypical example for fluid flows in bounded do

main neRD. In this case the bounded domain n is the D-dimensional torns 

TD. Al though such flows (spat.ially periodic flows) do not have the boundary layers 

caused by viscosity effects in a neighborhood of boundaries, they are significantly 

different than flows in all of spaces. 

One of the elementary concepts is the particle trajectories mapping 

X(·,t): RD 3 a H X(a,t) E RD. (II.IG) 
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Given a fluid flow with velocity field u(x, t), a streamline at a fixed time 

is an intergal curve of u; i.e., if X( a, s) is a streamline parametrized by s at the 

instant t, then X( a, s) satisfies 

dX 
d;(a, s) = u(X(a, s), t); t fixed. (11.17) 

We define a trajectory to be the curve traced out by a particle as time progresses; 

i.e., 

is the location at time t of a fluid particle initially placed at the point a = 

(aI- ... , an) at time t = 0 and a is a Lagrangian particle marker. This pat'ti

cle trajectory mapping is determined by the nonlinear D.D.E. 

dX 
Yt(a, t) = u(X(a, t), t) , 

X(a, t)lt=o = a. 

(Il.18) 

(Il.19) 

If u is independent of t ( i.e., lhu = 0), streamlines and trajectories coincide. 

In this case, the flow is called stationary. This condition means that the "shape" 

of the fluid flow is not changing. Even if each particle is moving under the flow, 

the global configuration of the fluid does not change. 

The particle trajectory mapping X has a useful interpretation : an initial 

domain neRD in a fluid evolves in time to 

x(n, t) = {X(a, t); a E n} , 

with the space-time vector (u, 1) tangent to the particle trajectories. This is known 

as Lagrangian description for the fluid flows. 

The Lagrangian description of the fluid flow is not used too often because 

the Navier-Stokes equations in Lagrangian coordinates are strongly nonlinear. It 

plays an important. role, however, in two cases at least: it is used in the numerical 

comput.ation of a flow with a free boundary, and, in the mathematical theory of 
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~ 

the N avier-Stokes equations, it is the starting point of the geom'etrical approach 

developed by V. I. Arnold, D. Ebin-J. Marsden among others. (sec [Am], [Ebil-2] 

and [EbM]) 

It is well known that the Lagrangian coordinates are very useful in studying 

I-D piston motions, in gas-dynamics and I-D combustion theory. It also play an 

important role in the geometric theory of shock formation for scalar conservation 

law in several space variables. (see [MajID 

Next, we recall some elementary properties of X(·, t). Define the Jacobian 

of this transformation hy 

J(a,t) = det (\7aX(a,t)). (11.20) 

The qnantity J( a, t} meas1ll'es the infinitesimal ratio of volumes in the image to 

volumes initially along the curve X(a, t). It is called the dilatation. The following 

formula is well known as the so-called Euler expansion formula. 

Proposition 11.1. Let U E RD be a smooth velocity field, and X(·, t} the particle 

trajectory mapping. Then we have 

DtJ(a, t) = (\7 .u}I(X(a.t).t)J(a, t), (11.21) 

or 

. d(lnJ(a,t))/dt=\7.u. 

We thus have an important physical meaning for the divergence of the ve

locity field. It is the relative rate of change of the dilatation following a particle 

path. We will also frequently need an important kinematical theorem to determine 

the rate of change of a given function f(x, t) in a domain X(n, t) moving with 

the fluid. This calculus formula, called the transport formula, can be derived 

from eq.(II.21}. It is dne to Reynolds and concerns the rate of change not of an 

infinitesimal element of volume but of any volume integral. 
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Theorem 1I.2(Transport Theorem). Let S1 E RD-an open, boundcd domain 

with a smooth boundary, and X be a given smooth particle trajectory mapping of 

a velocity field u. Then for any smooth function I(x, t) the following holds 

: { I dx = { (Bt! + V x • (lu)) dx, 
t }xcn,t) }xcn,t) 

(11.22) 

where 

V'Uu) = u· VI + IV·u. (11.23) 

As an immcdiate application of Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, we 

interpret the eqnations J(a, t) = 1 and V·u = 0 as the incompressihility condition. 

Our intuition tells ns that a flow is incompressible if for all subregions S1 with 

smooth boundary and t ;::: 0 it is volume preserving, i.e., 

Vol(X(S1,t)) == Vol(S1). 

Thus applying the transport formula (11.22) for I = 1, we get V·u = O. However, 

then (11.21) yields 

J(a, t) = J(a,O) = 1, 

so we have 

Proposition 11.3. For the incompressihle flow the following three conditions are 

equivalent: 

I.e., 

(i) Vol (X(S1,t)) = Vol(S1) , 

(ii) V·u = 0, 

(iii) J(a, t) = 1. 

From the equation of continuity 

OtP+V,(pu) =0, 

Dp 
-+pV·u=O 
Dt ' 
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and the fact that p > 0, we see that a fluid is incompressible if and only if 

Dp =0 
Dt ' 

Le., the mass density is constant following the fluid. If the fluid is homogeneous, 

Le., p =constant ill space, it follows that it is incompressible if and only if p is 

constant in time as well. 

Problems involving inhomogeneous incompressi~le flow occur, for example, 

in oceanography. In this case one s'peaks of stratified flow. 
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III. Entropy and Convexity 

Conservation laws are a common feature of mathematical physics, where 

they describe the conservation of fundamental physical quantities. The purpose of 

this chapter is simply to discuss the mathematical structure of hyperbolic conserva

tion law. The concept of entropy is very important for nonlinear partial differential 

eqnations especially for conservation law. 

Let n be a bounded open set of R D with smooth boundary r = an and 

outward normal 11. Consider 

the system of hyperholic conservation law is given by 

D 

atU + Lax; (Fi(U)) = 0, (111.1a) 
i=l 

or 
D 

atu + LAi(U)ax;u = 0, (111.1b) 
i=l 

where x = (Xl, X2, ••• , XD) E RD, U = (u}, U2, ••• , um)T, and Fi(U) are smooth 

nonlinear mappings defined on an open Sll bset of R D and mapping back into R m 

with 

aFi 
Ai(U) = au; i = 1,2, ... ,n, 

are the corresponding m x m Jacobian matrix. 

Following Friedrich's theory, (11 1.1b) is called the symmetrizable if there 

exists a smoothly varying, positive definite, symmetric matrix, Ao with the prop

erty that 

Ao . Ai is symmetric, 1 5 i 5 n . (111.2) 
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The structure condition (111.2) plays an important role for the well-posed problem 

of the linearized equations. Important physical applications where the systems in 

(111.1) arises and (111.2) is satisfied include gas dynamics, shallow water theory, 

and magnetofluid dynamics where, of course, D = 1,2, or 3. 

Remark. Let wE SD-l and ).k(U,W) ;1 ::; k ::; m, be the eigenvalue of the matrix 

A(U,w) = Ef:l Ai(U)Wi. Since Ao(U) is invertible, we have 

D 

o = det ()'I - t; Ai(U)Wi) det Ao(U) 

= det (>'Ao(U) - t,Ao(U)Ai(U)Wi) , 

(111.3) 

We say that the syst.em of P.D.E.'s (III.la) or (III.lb), is hyperbolic (strictly 

hyperbolic) if A(U,w) has real (real and distinct) eigenvalues and is diagonaliz

able. 

Despite the abundance of pratical applications of the above systems of con

servation law, remarkably little is known rigorously regarding the solutions of these 

physical systems in two or three space dimensions. In [Kat2], Kato proved the local 

existence in time of general smooth solutions of (I1I.l) provided that (III.2) is 

satisfied and the initial data Uo (x) is a sufficiently smooth function - Kato required 

Uo(x) E H'~(RD) for s > !{- + 1. When D = 1, the theory of discontinuous solutions 

(evcn globally in time) of (I I 1.1) is well-understood as a consequence of the work 

of Glimm in [Gli]. In that. work, one of the main ideas involved using the explicit 

structure of the nonlincar progressing wave solutions of (III.l) in a single space 

variable given by the solution of the Riemann problem and constructed by Lax 

in [Laxl,2]. Lax also discuss, for weak waves, the fashion in which the nonlinear 

shock waves and rarefaction waves generalize the progressing wave solutions of the 

linearized version of (111.1) in a single space variable. 

First we shall recall the definition of entropy as formulated by Lax and 

discllss the role it plays in hyperbolic conservation law. We start with the system 
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of conservation laws (III.la). Let H be some function of U. When does H satisfy 

a conservation law, i.e., a law of the form 

D 

Ot H + I: ox; (Gi(U») = 0, (111.4) 
i=l 

where Gi is some function of U? Carrying out the differentiation in (111.4) we 

obtain 
D 

ouH OtU + I: Ou (Gi(U») ox;U = O. (111.5) 
i=l 

To deduce this from (1II.lb) , 

D 

OtU + I:Ai(U)ox;U = 0, (III.lb) 
i=l 

we multiply (1II.lb) on the left side with ouH(U) ; (111.4) results if and only if 

the relation 
D D 

I:0uH.Ai = I:OUGi 
i=l i=l 

holds. Therefore we have the following 

Definition(Entropy). For FECI, H(U) is called the entropy of (111.1) if 

associat.ed wit.h Fi(U) there exists Gi(U) such that 

ouH(U) . ouF(U) = ouG(U). (111.6) 

The vector field G(U) = (Gi(U)L is called the entropy flux and (H,G) t.he 

entropy pair of (111.1). 

Proposition III.I. For F = (Fi(U») E C2 , suppose (111.1) admits an entropy 

function H(U) then 

OuuH(U) . OUFj(U) is symmetric. (111.7) 
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Proof: Let FhU} be the kth component of Fi(U}, The relation (III.6) gives\ls 

Since Gi is regular, we have 

I.e. 

8 ( 8H 8F[) 8 ( 8H 8F[) 
8'uj L 8ur 8'urn = 8urn L 8ur 8uj . 

(III.8) 

But 
~(8F[) = ~(8F[). 
8uj 8'urn 8urn 8uj 

Expanding (III.8) we obtain 

I.e., 

8uuH (U}· DUFi(U} = (8Fi(U})* . 8uuH(U). (III.9) 

Hence the result. 

Remark 1: In part.icular, the existence of strictly convex entropy will imply that 

the system (III.l) is sym~etrizable. 

Proof: Let H be the strict convex entropy of (III.l) then 8uuH is positive definite 

and symmetric. Set Ao = 8uuH then by (III.7) we have the result. 

Remark 2: The entropy is not unique. For example we can look at the following 

example. 

Multiply the equation by U and 8uuS respectively then 
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Thus S and ~IUI2 are both entropies. 

Remark 3: In the case of systems of more than two equations, the compatibility 

equation (I I 1.6) is formally overdetermined and the existence of an entropy pair 

is a rare event. Nevertheless, the systems of mechanics are naturally endowed with 

an entropy pair. In addition, the natural pair has the property that H is strictly 

convex. Henceforth, we shall restrict our attention to strictly hyperbolic systems 

(Ill.1) which possess a strictly convex entropy pair. 

In the following we give two concrete examples to sec the ent.ropy more 

clearly. 

Example l{P - System}. 

(111.10) 

Multiply the first. equation by u and the second by -P{v}, we obtain the 

entropy 

H(u. v} = -1'lL12 + P{s}ds 1 l v 

2 Va 

and the entropy flux 

G{u, v) = P{v}'U. 

If P'{s) is negative, i.e., (Ill.10) is a hyperbolic system, then H is a strict convex 

ent.ropy of the P-systcm. 

Example 2{Inviscid Compresible Fluid}. 

Let <I>(p) be defined by 

EJtp + yo ·(pv) = 0, 

EJt (pv) + yo. {pv ® v} + yo P (p) = 0 . 
(111.11) 
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P(p) = piP'(p) - iP(p), (111.12) 

then by standard energy method we have the entropy 

1 
H(p, v) = 2Plvl2 + iP(p). 

In fact the standard candidate for the entropy function is the energy function. 

For the compressible Navier-Stokes equation in the barotropic case, 

(111.13) 

Ot/-L + V'. (/-L ~ /-L) + V' P(p) = V'. (v L) , (111.14) 

(111.15) 

where 11 is the viscosity. We assume 

P'(p) = piP"(p) > 0, 

i.e., no phase transition, then we have 

Lemma III.2. H(p, /-L) = ~1/-L12 / p + iP(p) is a strict convex entropy of (111.13) -

(111.15) . 

Proof: By direct calculation we have 

where 

A : B = tr(A . B) . 

The Hessian matrix of H is 
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(_~)T) 
1 • 
-/ p 

Now for all (a,{3), 

= a2<I> + a211L12 _ 2a{3 . IL + 1{31
2 

PP p3 p2 p 

11 IL 12 = a <I> PP + pap - {3 . 

Thus H is convcx if and only if <I> is convcx. 

More on the entropy function H(p, IL). 

Since H is strict convcx, it is natural to considcr the Lcgendre transfor

mation of H. Beforc wc go fnrthcr, lct us rccall some properties of Legcndre 

transformation. 

The Lcgcndrc transformation is a vcry useful ma.thcmatica.l tool: it trans

forms functions on a. vector spa.ce to functions on the dual space. For example, by 

mcans of Lcgcndre transforma.tion, a Lagrangian systcm of sccond order differentia.l 

cqlla.tions is convcrtcd into a rcma.rka.hle symmctrical system of 2D, D is the spa.cc 

dimcnsion, first order cqua.tions ca.llccl a Ha.miltonian systcm of cqlla.tions. 

Definition. X is a vector spacc, suppose <I>- E C 1 and <I> : X H R is convex, i.e. 

for 0 ~ a ~ 1. Thcn let y = <I>x(x), where 

<I>:i: : X H X*, 

we dcfine the Legendrc transformation of <I> as 

<I>*(y) = x<I>x(x) - <I>(x) • 
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with domain X· == {y E R; q,. (y) < oo}. This transformation is suggest by the 

geometric interpretation of the differential equation if we represent the integral 

surface by its tangent plane coordinates instead of by point coordinates. 

Example 3. For q,(x) = ~lxIP, the Legendre transformation is 

where y = IxI P- 2x. 

1 
q,.(y) = xq,x(x) - q,(x) = IxlP - -lxlP 

P 
1 1. = (1- -)lxIP = -lylP , P p. 

The Legendre transformation has several important and beautiful proper

ties. For convenience we assume that q, is at least C2. 

Lemma 111.3. If q, is convex and q," > 0 then q,. is also convex. 

Lemma I1I.4. q," = q, iff X = X" , Le., the Legendre transformation is involu

tive. 

By the definit.ion of the Legendre transformation, we have the following 

important inequalit.y. 

Lemma III.5(Generalized Young's Inequality). 

We return to the compressible Navier-Stokes equa.tion (111.13) - (111.15). 

Let 
(J = 8H . _1,.,.1

2 
+ q,'(p) , 

8p 2p2 

8H J1i 
1Ji = 8j

L
i = p' . i = 1, ... , D, 

(111.16) 

we obtain 

q,'(p) = (J + I~: = (J + ~17]12 . 



Then the Legendre transformation is 

* 8H D 8H 
H (U,l1) = Pa + LP'i a. - H 

P i=l p" 

= pcp'(p) - q;(p) 
1 = pep) = q;*(u + 2"11112). 

For convenience we assume that q; is of the particular form 

then 

where 

In this case 

1 
«p(p) = _p7, , 

1 . 
cp·(u) = - u7 , ,* 

1 1 -+-=1. , ,. 
1 

pep) = (1- -) p7 . , 
Evidently we have the Young's inequality, 
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(111.17) 

(111.18) 

(111.19) 

(111.20) 

(111.21 ) 

In the sequel we will usc (111.21) to show some weak compactness results. 

But our main concern is the scaled compressible Navier-Stokes equation 

(111.22a) 

(111.22b) 

By the same technique of (111.13) - (111.21), we have the following result. 
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Lemma 111.6. For strict convex function q,(p) , then 

H(p,p.)=~1~12 + q,(p) , 

is also a strict convex entropy of (111.22). 

Since we consider the perturbation near the constant state (1,0). Hence the 

entropy is given by 

_ ~. D ~ 
H(p, p.) = H(p, p.) - H(I, 0) - 8(1, O)(p - 1) - L JLi e(l, 0) 

p i=l ILi 

= ~ I p.12 + q,(p) ~ q,(l) _ q,'(I)(p - 1) 
2 p 

11 p.12 
= 2p + 'lI(p) , 

(111.24) 

where 'lI (p) = q, (p) - q, (1) - <1>' (1)( p - 1) . This is the so called relative entropy of 

H(·,·) with respect to the absolute equilibri11l (p,p.) = (1,0), it provides a natural 

measure of proximity of H to that equilibrium. 

Later on we will see that the entropy and the entropy dissipation provide 

the weak compactness statements regarding (p, p.), I:} respectively. In this case we 

have the conservative equation 

aJ[+\i'.[(~1~12 +P<1>'(p))~ -<1>'(I)P.-1JL: ~] =0. (111.25) 

Let 

(Ill.2G) 

So 
1 I 12 1 

'lI'(p) = a + 2 ~2 = a + 217712 , 

then the dual Legendre transformation is given by 
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(111.27) 
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IV. Apriori Bounds and Weak Ll Compactness 

In this chapter we derive some (formal) a priori estimate of the barotropic 

compressible Navier-Stokes equation (111.13) - (Ill.15) by energy method. The 

energy method is a basic technique in the modern theory of partial differential 

operators. We also collect some weakly compact theorems that have been found 

important for nonlinear partial differential equations by the technique of weak 

convergence. 

Taking the inner product of (111.14) and ~, then integrating over n em

ploying (111.13), and Theorem 11.2 (Transport Theorem) (11.22) we obtain 

in Ot (~ 1~12) + I~: ( -V· JL) + (V. (JL ~ JL) ) . ; dx 

= in (V. (v L) - V P ) . ; dx. 

But for any vector v = (VI, V2, ... , V D) we have 

D 

V·(v0v) = L:0x;(ViV). 
i=1 

Therefore by (Il.23) we have 

(
JL 0 JL) JL JL JL V· -- = (JL . V) - + -(JL . V) P + JL (V· -). 

p P p2 P 

Take the inner product of (IV.2) and ~, then 

On the other hand 

(IV.1) 

(IV.2) 

(IV.3) 
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thus 

L.H.S. of (IV.l) = r at (! 11'12) + \7. (! 11'121') dx in 2 p 2 p p 

=!!:... r ! 11'12 dx. (Transport Theorem) 
dt in 2 p 

Integrating by parts we have 

d 11 11'12 1 I' - --dx+D(t) = P\7·-dx, 
dt n 2 p n P 

(IVA) 

where 

On thc other hand, by transport theorem and (III, Ua), 

d
d r cp(p)dx= r cp'(p)f)tp+I';"VCP(p)+CP(p)"V.l'dx 
tin in P P 

= in (cp(p)-pCP'(p))\7.~ dx. 

(IV.5) 

But 

P(p) = pcp'(p) - cp(p), 

hence (IVA) + (IV.5) we derive 

~ in H(p,l')dx+D(t) = O. (IV.G) 

This formula explains why the viscosity coefficicnt 1/ must be positive if we want 

to have a dissipation of energy in the Navier-Stokes equation. It will also have 

theoretical applications in studying the mathematical properties of solutions of 

Navier-Stokes equation. 

In fact dissipation plays an important role in balancing the steepening due 

to the nonlinearity, so that when these effects are present a steep but smooth wave 

may be formed which then propagate for all time. 
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A typical example of dissipative nonlinear waves is the shock wave produced 

by a supersonic object. In that case the gas across the shock front is heated by 

viscosity, and the dissipation so caused then balances the steepening of the wave 

produced by the nonlinearity in the governing equations. 

On the other hand, another very interesting typical example of a nonlinear 

wave propagating in a dispersive meduim, in which the phase velocity varies 

with the wavelength, is the solitary wave. This is a pulse formed as a result of 

balancing occuring between the steepening effect due to the nonlinearity and the 

smoothing effect of the dispersion. But it does not belong to the scope of this 

article. 

Similar, for the scaled system (111.22) we have the following results. 

Lemma IV.1 Let (Pf,J.Lf) be a weak solution of (I11.22) then we have the energy 

inequality 

where 

(IV.7) 

Most of the partial different.ial equations that arise in continuulU mechanics 

and physics are nonlinear. The linearized equations are now well understood but 

methods for the nonlinear ones still require improvement. 

Twenty years ago there were mainly two methods for attacking nonlinear 

equations (J.L. Lions, [Lio]): one being by it compactness argument while the 

other, by a monotonicity argument, which usually relied on some kind of con

vexit.y result. 

Weak convergence is one of t.he most important techniques for studying 

nonlinear partial differential equations. The ideal is following; Suppose we wish to 

solve some nonlinear PDE, which we write symholically as 

A['Il] = f, (IV.S) 
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A[·] denoting a given nonlinear operator, f a given function, and U the unknown. 

To establish the existence of a solution U of (III.8), an obvious idea is first to 

invent an appropriate collection of nicer, approximating problems, which we can 

in fact solve. 

These we write abstractly as 

(IV.9) 

where An [·] rcprcscnts a nonlincar operator which is somehow closed to A[.] for 

large n, f n is closed to f, and Un is a solu tion. The hope now is that the functions 

{Un}~=l will converge to a solution U of (IV.8) 

In practice, the operator AuH may represent finite-dimensional projections, 

singular rcgulari7.ations, discretizations, gradients of approximate cnergy function

als, etc. 

Indced, given a nonlinear PDE likc (IV.S), it is usually not particularly 

difficult to dream up somc reasonablc and solvable approximation: the trick is to 

demonstrate that solutions of (IV.D) really do convcrge to a solution of (lV.8). 

Thc overall impediment is of course the nonlinearity. Whereas it is often the 

case that certain uniform estimates can be had for thc family {Un} ~=1' it is equally 

often also true that these best available bounds arc none too strong. With such 

relatively poor estimates in hand, we can consequently usually show only that the 

functions {Un} ~=1 (or a subsequence) converge weakly in some function space to 

a limit U : 

w Un --->. U , as n ~ 00. {IV. 10) 

Given the strong nonlinearities we are trying to cope with, this rather feeble 

mode of convergence is almost always a definite problem. Granted that we have 

somehow constructed approximate operator An [·] which tend to A[·] in some sense, 

it is in applications by no means certain that thc weak convergence (IV.8) implies 

(lV.1l) 
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in any way whatsoever. The obstruction is that weak convergence is terribly be

haved with respect to nonlinearities as discussed in the introduction. Hence we 

need some strong compactness result, i.e., Un solves the appropriately designed 

approximation (IV.9) provides enough extra control, to justify passing to limits as 

we have discussed in (I.13) - (I.14). 

For convenience we state some lemmas that we will need in the following 

sections. We only give the definitions and main theorems. Most of the theorems 

are standard and their proofs as well as a deeper analysis are available in several 

classical textbooks. The general references are [DiU], [DuS], [Knf], and [Yos]. 

Definition If X is any Banach space, we set X = [X]D, X· will denote the dual 

space. For 1 :s; p < 00 and X a Banach space with norm ·x, we denote by LP(I, X) 

the set of all mappings ! : 1= (0, T) 1-+ X which are strongly measurable and such 

that 

(IV.12) 

Denote C(I, X) the space of continuous functions fro111 I into X with the 

uniform convergence norm. At last let l[tl,t2J! E LP(I, X), V [tl' t2] c I equipped 

with the semi-no1'lll 

We shall use the notation 10 - X to indicate the space X equipped with its weak 

topology, that is the coarest topology on X for which each of the linear f01'111s 

U 1-+ ('lU; u) for 10 E X·, 

is continuous. Here (. ; .) is the natural bilinear for111 relating X· and X. 

We also denote by C(I, w - X) the space of all continuous functions fro111 I 

into 10 - X, that is the set of functions u for which 

. X 1-+ ('lU; u(x)) is in C(I) for each 10 E X·. 
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We shall use the fact that an Arzela-Ascoli theorem holds for such spaces. 

Definition. For any topological linear space X, a subset K in C(I,X} is callcd 

equicontinuous at to E [a, b] if given a neighborhood V of the origin in X there 

exists o(V} > 0 such that f(t} - f{to} E V for each t E I, It - tol ~ O{V}, and 

uniformly for f E K. The subset J( is equicontinuous on I if it is equicontinuous 

at each t E I. 

Theorem IV.2 If X is a separable space and 1 < p < 00 then 

where 
1 1 
-+-=1. 
p q 

(IV.13) 

We first define abstractly the notion of weak convergence and apply then 

these results to LV spaces. We start with the definitions. 

Definition. Let X be a Danach space, X· its dnal and (.j.) the bilincar canonical 

pairing over X x X· 

(i) We say t.hat, xn , x E X, Xn converges weakly to x and we denote 

w . X 
Xn ---" X III , 

if 

for every x· E X·. 

(ii) We say that, x~, x· E X., x~ converges weak start to x· and we denote 

x· ~ x·in X· n , 

if 

(Xj x~) .-. (Xj x·) , 



for every x E X. 

We then have the following theorem. 

Theorem IV.3. 

(A)Let X be a Banach space. 

(1) Let Xn :!!." x, then there exists K > 0 such that 

furthermore 

IIxll ~ lim inf Ilxnll. 
n ..... oo 

(2) Let x~ ~ x"', then there exists K > 0 such that 

IIx*lIx- ~ K, 

furt.hermore 

IIx*lIx- ~ lim inf IIx~ IIx- . 
n ..... oo 

(3) If X 1l ~ x (st.rongly), then Xn :!!." x (weakly). 

( 4) If x~ ~ x* (strongly), then x~ ~ x* (weakly star). 

(B) Let X be a reflexive Banach space, let K > 0 and let 

then there exist.s x E X and a subsequence {xnj } of {xn } such that 

w . X x nj ->. X In . 

(C) Let X be a separable Banach space, let K > 0 and let 

Ilx*lIx- ~ K, 

45 
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then there exists x· EX· and a subsequence {x~.} of {x~} such that 
J 

We now see how the above results can be applied to LP spaces. Here and 

hereafter we will denote by S1 an open, bounded, smooth subset of RD (D ~ 2). 

For 1 :::; p < 00 and q = ~'we have the following 

Definition. A sequence {In}~=l C LP(S1} converges weakly to I in LP(S1}, 

written 

In :!!,. I in LP(S1} , 

if 

lim ring dx = rig dx 
n-+oo in in 

for each 9 E LIJ(n). 

Theorem IV.4 (Boundedness of weakly convergent sequences). 

Assume In :!!,. I in LP(S1}. Then 

(i) {In}~=l is bounded in LP(n), 

and 

(ii) II/IILP(n) :::; lim infn-+oo II/nIlLP(n) . 

In view of (i) we see that if In :!!,. I in LP(S1) and gn ~ 9 in LIJ(S1}, then 

A refinement of (ii) holds: if 1 < p < 00, In:!!" I in LP(S1} and 

then 

In ~ I, in s-LP(n). 

(IV.14) 

(IV.15) 
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Theorem IV.5 (Weak compactness). Assume 1 < p < 00 and the sequence 

{In};;'=l is bounded in L11(O). Then there exists a subsequence {Inj }~1 C {In};;'=l 

and a function I E £11(0) with 

In the ca..<;e p = 00 the terminology is slightly different. We say that 

{In};;'=l c LOO(O) converges weakly star to I E LOO(O), written 

provided (IV.14) holds for all 9 in L1(0). The analogues of Theorem IV.3 and 

IV.4 are valid. 

The weak compactness theorem is defiuitely false if p = 1, as simple exam

ples illustrate. This failure of compactness is to a certain extent offset by regarding 

L1 (0) in a natlll'e way as a subset of M(O), the space of signed Radon measlll'es 

onn with finite mass. 

Let Cc(n) denote the space of continuous, real-valued functions on n, with 

compact support. 

Definition. A sequence {JLn}~l C M(n) converges weakly to IL E M(n), 

written 

ILn :!!... IL, in M(n), 

provided 

In gdlLn -.In gdJL; as n --. 00. 

Now we turn to the concept of weak continuity. 

Definition. IE C([O,oo),w - L1(dx)) , iff 

In I(t,x)g(x)dx E C([O,oo),R); 
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Le., for all € > 0 there exists 8 > O.such that It2 - tIl < 8, one has 

Definition. A subset K of LI([a, b],X) is called equiintegrable if, given € > 0, 

there exists 8(€) > 0 such that 

L IIf(t)lIx dt < €, (IV.l6) 

for each measurahle subset E of [a, b] whose Lebesgue measure is less than 8( €) > 0 

and nniformly for allf E K. 

Remark: For compact interval I, it readily follows that each equiintergable subset 

in Ll (I, X) is bounded in the norm of the latter. 

Remark: If K is a bounded subset in LV(!, X) with 1 < P ~ 00, then K is 

equiintegrable. 

Indeed, from HOlder inequality we have 

J J L IIf(t)lIx dt ~ (h IIf(t)IIP(lt) P (L dt) q , l/p + l/q =1. 

for each measurable: subset E in I and for each f E K, thereby completing the 

proof. 

The following is a deeper result and is known as the Dunford-Pettis the-

orem. 

Theorem IV.6 (Dunford-Pettis). Let {In} C Ll (n) then {in} is relatively 

weakly com pact iff 

(i) {in} is equibounded in Ll (n), 

(ii) {In} is equiintegrable. 

As a corollary of Theorem IV.2, we have 
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Corollary IV.7. Let X be reflexive and 1 < p < 00. A subset in LP(I, X) is 

weakly relatively compact if and only if it is bounded in the norm of the latter. 

Theorem IV.S (Arzela-Ascoli Theorem). A subset K of C([O,oo),'W - X) is 

relatively compact iff 

(i) K is equicontinuous in C([O, 00), w - X), 

(ii) K(t) = {f(t); f E K} is relatively compact in w - X. 

The following Theorem is a very powerful tool for proving weakly compact

ness in L1 (n). So we stat.e and prove it.. 

Theorem IV.9. Let Inl < 00 and S is a strictly convex function. We have 

in S (fa) dx :5 M < 00, 

for some M, for all fa. Then fa is relat.ively compact in 10 - Ll(n) 

Proof: Since S is convex and 

S(x) 
---00; asx-oo. 

x 

Hence given € > 0, let /(£ = M j € and choose An such that x > A implies 

(S(x)jx) > /(£. 

Hence 

;: I fa I dx :5 I~ ;: S (fa) dx :5 M j K£ = € • 
{I/ol>..\n} £ {I/ol;:::..\n} 

Since this is uniform in ct, and € > ° is arbitrary. Therefore 

lim ;: If a I dx = ° , 
..\-+00 {I/o I>..\} . 

uniformly in ll!. Now we have 

{ Ifal dx = ;: Ifal dx +;: Ifal dx in {I/o I~..\} {I/o I>..\} 

:5 Alnl + 1 :5 AM + 1, 

(IV.I7) 

(IV.I8) 
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where>. is chosen such that the second integral is almost I by (IV.17), i.e., fa E 

Ll(S1) and fa is uniformly bounded in Ll(S1). Let A c S1, by (IV.18), we have 

l lfol dx = { Ifal dx + { Ifal dx 
. A J{An{lfol>.\}} J{An{lfol:5.\}} 

~ { Ifaldx+>.IAI· 
J{lfol>.\} 

So for all € > 0, by (IV.17), we can choose >'t: > 0 such that 

and then for this >.f: > 0, choose IAI < Of: = €/2>'t: . This shows that 

uniformly in a. That is {fa} are equiintegrahle. Therefore by Theorem IV.6 

(Dunford-Pettis Theorem), we conclude that 

{fa} are relatively compact in 10 - Ll(S1). 

Remark: 8 is convex, so S(x) ~ ax + b for some a and b, i.e., the curve is above 

the line which support it. Then 

in (alfal + b)dx ~ in 8(1 fa I) < C, 

for all a, where C is a constant. Thus 

in Ifaldx < C, 

uniformly in a. 

Theorem IV.9 is a very deep result. As an application of the Theorem we 

have the following corollary, which is a generalization of Lebesgues' Theorem which 

will be ext.remely useful. 
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Corollary IV.10 (Generalized Lebesgue Theorem). 

Let {J n} be an equiintegrable sequence of L1 (n), such that 

In(x) - I(x), a.e. ill n. 

Then I is integrable and 

The following lemma is important. when we use the weak convergence for the 

nonlinear problems, which means the almost everywhere convergence gnarantecs 

the weak convergencc to thc limit. 

Lemma IV.11. Let n be a bounded opcn su bsct of R D, In and I are functions 

of LP(n), 1 < p < 00 snch that 

In - I a.e. in n. 

TheIl 

In :!!... I in LP(n) weakly. 
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v. Implications of the Entropy Inequality 

In this chapter we obtain some results which are direct consequence of the 

entropy inequality. In fact most of the problems of partial differential equations 

arc reduced to the problem of obtaining the" apriori estimate. An apriori estimates 

for solutions of a partial differential equation is simply an inequality which is valid 

for all solutions whose data and coefficients obey certain restrictions. The entropy 

bound will gives us the apriori estimate. To prove the weak Ll compactness we 

also need some restriction for the eqnation of state. 

A spccific family of fluids which will be frequently referred to is given by 

the varying equat.ions of state 

(V.I) 

as shown in (I,ll) - (I, 12), with fixed P(p), and (}p/{}p > o. Such family arise in 

a natural fashion from a fixed fluid with an equation of state P(p) = Ap'Y, 'Y > 1. 

Thus we consider a sequence of weak solutions (Pl., ILl.) to the scaled com

pressible Navier-Stokes equation 

€ {}tPl. + \7 ·lLl. = 0, (V.2a) 

(V.2b) 

Due to (V.2a), equation of continuity, and the total mass of fluid is given, without 

loss of generality we may impose the condition 

(V.3) 

In fact we will consider the solutions (Pl., ILl.) ncar the equilibrium (1,0). Similar 

to lemma IV.I, for weak solutions (Pl., ILl.) we have the following energy incqality. 
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Theorem V.l. Let (p£, #-££) be a weak solution of (V.2), then it satisfies the 

following global entropy inequality, 

It is interesting to notice that the use of the Orlicz space is naturally sug

gested by the constitutive equations of the energy for the fluid. 

Let M be an Young's function, by tM we denote the Orlicz class corre

sponding to M, i.e., the set of all Lebesgue measurable functions u in n such 

that 

in M(-u)dx < 00. (V.5) 

The Orlicz space LM(n) is defined to be the linear hull of the Orlicz class 

tM(n) with the Luxemburg norm 

lIuliM = inf{ h> 0 ; J M(u(x))/hdx ~ 1}. (V.G) 

For lI'uliM > 1 we have in M(u(x))/liuIiM dx ~ 1. (V.7) 

From (111.23) it is natme to consider a sequence of solutions Uf indexed by 

a vanishing positive sequence € such that for some constant C > 0, the initial data 

u;n = (Pf(O)'#-£f(O))T satisfies the entropy bound 

(V.S) 

where 0 < € ~ 1. 

This then implies bounds on the sequence Uf through the entropy inequality 

(VA). This section contains results that follow directly from the convexity of 

the integrands in t.he entropy inequality (V.4) and the entropy bound (V.S). The 

following lemma is straightforward from (VA) and (V.S). 
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Lemma V.2. Lct (PF.,J.££) sastify the samc hypothcsis of Lcmma IV.I and the 

initial entropy satisfies (V.S) then 

(i) {Pe}e remains bounded in LOO (1,LIlt(f2)), 

(ii) {:J~eI2L remains bound cd in LOO(1,LI (f2)), 

(iii) {I lLe} remains boundcd in L2 (1, HI (f2)) . 
Pe € e 

Morcovcr, evcn for unboundcd domain f2, from (IV.3) we havc 

(iv) {Pe}e rcmains boundcd in LOO(1, Lilt (f2)) nLoo(1,LI(f2)). 

(V.9) 

(V.IO) 

(V.11) 

(V.12) 

Sincc H is strictly convcx, of course H is also strictly convex, then by 

Thcorcm IV.9 wc havc 

Lemma V.3. For (p(., lLe) sastifying thc same hypothesis as Theorcm V.I then 

(V.13) 

for all t fixed but arbitrary. 

From t.he st.rict convexity of 'l1 and t.he entropy hound (V.S) it follows directly 

t.hat 

Lemma V.4. II p, (t~-I II is uniformly bounded. 
(. L1(O) 

Remark: From the uniform bound 

it follows directly that 

By passing to subsequence we also have 

pe --. I a.c. in n. 
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The following lemma is a refinement of Fatou's lemma which is due to Brezis 

and Lieb [BrL]. We will need it in the proof of Theorem V.6. 

Lemma V.S. Suppose In - I a.e. in S1 and II/nIlLP(n) :5 C < 00 for all n and for 

somc 0 < p < 00 then 

(V.I4) 

The point of the lemma is that In decouples in the limit as measured in the 

LP 110rm into In - I and I. Obscrve that evcn if we somehow know In - I a.e. 

in S1, so that wild oscillations are excludcd, we still cannot legitimately deduce 

strong convergence in LP(S1). The obstrnction is that the mass of lIn - liP may 

somchow coalcsce onto a set of zero Lebesgue measurc. This is thc problcm of 

concentration. 

Now we comc back to 

Theorem V.6. For all t E (0,00) fixcd but arbitrary one has 

{ Pf(t:2- I}~ " ~ iscompactin W_Ll(S1). (V.I5) 

Proof: Bccausc of lcmma VA, wc only nccd to show that 

Pf -1 
~ 

is equiintcgrable. 

We start with the gcneralized Young's inequality 

(0-,1]) • (p, It) :5 fr(o-, 1]) + H(p, It)· 

Take 0- = ~ 1] = 0 P = e,t1 and 111.12 = 1 e,+llll. 12 then thc generalized Qlp;-~ll ' , f' r- cr p, r-f 

Young's incqualit.y becomcs 

(V.I6) 
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But for 1 < "I ~ 2, i.e., "1* > 2, '11* has the superquadratic homogeneity for a > 0 ; 

this means 

dd,x (:2 w*(,xa)) ~ 0, (V.I7) 

for any a > 0 and 0 ~ ,x ~ 1 . In particular 

:2 w*(,xa) ~ w*(a) , 

so (V.I6) becomes 

(V.IS) 

On t.he other hand H is the relative ent.ropy with respect to (1,0), fro111 the explicit 

form (111.24) and the fact that t.he densit.y is always nonllegative we obtain 

(V.I9) 

But for "I-law gas, 1 < "I ~ 2, the structure of '11 gives lIS 

therefore 

H(PE€~ 1 ,p,) ~ €I2 [1~;~2 + W(PE + I}] . (V.20) 

The convexity of '11 gives 

Therefore (V.IS) hecomes 

(V.2I) 

Set 

Mer = SlIp w*(w}. 
Iwl=l 
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Sincc D is a periodic domain by HOlder inequality and the structurc of the ,-law 

gas we derive the inequality 

where the constant C1 depends on , and D. From the structure of 'l1 and cI>' (1) 2:: 0 

we have 
'l1(Pt: + 1) - 'l1(Pt:) = cI>(Pt: + 1) - cI>(Pt:) - cI>'(I) 

$ cI>(Pt: + 1) - cI>(Pt:)· 

Now we apply lemma V.5 to cI> with I = 1, In = Pt: + 1, thcn by Fatoll's lcmma we 

obt.ain 

Int.egrating (V.21) over any measurahle E c D and using (V.19) , (V.20) , entropy 

bound, thc convcxity of 1J! , and Pf 2:: 0 gives 

1 Pf - 1 1 1 . ( Pt: - 1 ) ( ) --2 -dx $ - 'l1 I I dx + a C + C1 . 
E e a E Pt:- 1 

Now for all e' > O. first choose a = 2(C~Cd then pick 8 > 0 such that 

lEI < 8 implies 

Then for lEI < 8 we havc 

That. is 

1 Pf -1 , 
--2-dx < e . 

E e 

Pf -1 
-e-2 - is equiintegrablc. 

Thercfore by Dunford-Pettis Theorem we prove that 

{ 
Pf(te)2- 1 }~ 1 ~ is compact in w - L (D). 

Furt.hermore, 

(V.22) 
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Theorem V.1. (PE' ~) is compact in C([O,oo),w - Ll(n)). 

Proof: By Theorem IV.8 (Arzela-Ascoli Theorem) we only need to show that 

(PE' ~E ) is weakly equicontinuous. 

From the weak formulation of (V.2a), 

for all 4> E C~(n; R) . Then by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we have 

The constant C is independent of E. Thus {PE} is weakly equicont.inuous. Similarly 

from (V.2b) we deduce 

(V.24) 

for all 1/J E cge (n : R D) . Bn t hy (V.8) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequali ty, we have 

IE 11 llt21n 'V1/J : LE dx eltl 
I 

:::; E1111'V'lfJIILOO(n)lt2 - tll~ (1It2
1n L

E
: L/lXdt )"2. 
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Thus lin (~E (t2) - ~e (td) . "" dxl ~ Ml It2 - tIl + M21t2 - tIl ~ . 
That is, ~ is also wcakly equicontinuous. Hcnce the result. 

Thcorem V.6 gives the weak compactness of {e,l;;l} and also pe ~ 1 in 

s - Ll (S1) and a.c. in S1. In fact from the structure of \lI we havc morc strong 

result. 

Lemma V.B. For -y.law gas we havc 

Pe ....... 1 in w - L'Y (S1) . (V.25 ) 

Remark: Fnrt.hermore hy interpolation theorem we know 



VI. Incompressible Limit for The Time Discretized 
Compressible N avier-Stokes Equations 

GO 

The goal of this chapter is to prove the incompressible limit of the time

discretized compressible Navier-Stokes equations. For 'Y-Iaw gas 1 < 'Y ~ 2 and the 

space dimension D ~ 4, we show that (Pf' ~) converge to (I, v) of the incom

pressible Navier-Stokes eqnations. The restriction of the space dimension D ~ 4 is 

because we use the Sobolev imbedding theorem. The main mathematical tool that 

we shall usc in our study is the weak compactness. The generalized Young's 

inequality provides t.he fundamental technique t.o show the equiintegrability. 

The scalec1 t.ime discret.b:ecl compressihle Navier-Stokes equations are 

(V 1.1a) 

(V 1.1b) 

it is an implicit t.ime discretb~ation of the scaled compressihle Navier-St.okes equa

tions (1.7) - (1.8). Throughout. this article, we shall always set t.he t.ime st.ep 

t:.t = 1. The theory in chapter IV can be transposed t.o this new prohlem wit.hout. 

any significant. change. The form of the t.he ent.ropy inequalit.y is however somewhat 

different. 

(V1.2) 

where J(u;n, Uf ) is the relative entropy of u;n wit.h respect to Uf which is given 

by 

(V 1.3) 
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where 

'l1(p) = q>(p) - q>(1) - q>'(l)(p - 1). 

Estimate on v £ = /Lei Pe 

First from the dissipation inequality (V.2) we have the following uniform 

bound, 

i.e., 

(VIA) 

By theorem IV.5. the weakly compact theorem there exists v in HI (D) such that 

(after passing to suhsequence), 

Ve W - 1 ----"v 111 w-H (D). 
€ 

If v f is of mean zero then by Rellich lemma, 

is a compact imhedding for 1 ~ q < ~::'2" By passing to subseqnence again we 

have 

Thns we prove t.he zero mean part.. However, even for the general v f we still have 

Lemma VI.1. For periodic domain D = TD and 1 ~ 2/+ < 2DI(D -2), we ha.vc 

is compact in s - L 'Y (D). { Vef} 2 • (V.5) 

Proof: We decompose Ve into 

(V.G) 
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We have proven that 

{ Vef
} 2 "( is compact in s - L 'Y 0). 

Integrating the equation of the conversation of momentum over 0 we get 

But 

In I ~f I dx ~ C < 00 • 

Thus {~} is uniformly bounded in R. By Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem we decI nee 

{ Ve
f

} is compact in R. 

Therefore 

{Vef}={Vef+Vef} 2" is compact in s - L 'Y (0). 

or 

{:e ® :e} is compact in s - L'Y" (0) . 

So the lemma is proved. 

For ,-law gas, from the entropy inequality we have {Pel is uniformly 

bounded in L'Y(O). But L'Y(O) is reflexive for, > 1. By theorem IV.5(Eberlein

Shmulyan theorem) we obtain {Pel is compact in 10 - L'Y(O). 

Now ~ + ;. = 1 by (lV.12) we derive 

Lemma VI.2. 

~ ICY is compact in 10 - L H • {p~ (Vee .0. Vee)} 1 (rI) (VI.7) 
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From the entropy inequality we know that {.t:t} is compact in w - Ll (n) , 

i.e., there exists il E Ll(n) such that 

(Vl.S) 

But Pe --+ 1 in s - L8(n) for all 1 :5 () < ,. Therefore if we require 

2D ( *)' 
D+2 = 2 <" (V 1.9) 

then 
2D 

S - LV+2 (n). 

Now we can conclude 

Lemma VI.3. il = v a.e. in n. 

Proof: By triangle and HOlder inequalities 

f. f. 
<-+-=f.. 
- 2 2 

By pa..<;sing to suhsequence 

J.Le - • n 
- --+ v a.e. III H. 

f. 

By (V I.S) we obtain 

il = v a.e. in n . 

From the entropy inequality we already have 

{ ~ 1 J.L e 12 } is uniformly bounded in L 1 (n) . 
Pe f. 

In order to show that 

{:£ (~£ ® ~£) } is compact in 1lJ - Ll (n), (V 1.10) 
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by Dunford-Pettis theorem we only need to prove the equiintegrability. To this 

end we will employ the Young's inequality (111.19) and the Rellich lemma. We 

start from the Young's inequality 

(a,7]) . (p, 1') = ap + 7]' I' ~ H*(a, 7]) + H(p, 1'), 

Va > 0, 1'" = (It!, It~, ... ,Itf') , choose 

p" p=-
E 

where ei, i = 1,2, ... , D is the standard basis. Then the Young's inequality be-

comes 

where C is a constant depends on a and 'Y*, ie., it depends on a and also the space 

dimmension D. If we require 

2D 
1 ~ 2'Y* < D _ 2 

then applying the Rellich lemma we obtain 

. D 
I.e., 1 > 2" 

v" I' . 2·( ) -=-" -+V llls-L/ n. 
E EP" 

By Vitali convergent theorem we know that 

1 
VE" 1

2
/. __ I Ep,P~ 1

2
/. ~ is equiilltegrable. 

(Vl.ll) 

(V 1.12) 

Hence 'liE' > 0 we can choose E a meas1ll'ahle subset of n with lEI < 8 such that 
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C f 1 Ve 12'Y* dx < e' . 
iE e 2 

Also a is arbitrary, so let a -+ 0 then for all e' > 0 we have 

Therefore 
f ~ (p,! p,{) < e' 

iE pe e2 

i.e., {;, (JL~f:) } is equiintegrable. Hence by Dunford-Pettis theorem we can con

clude 

{:e (IL:r{)} is ccompact in 'W - Ll (n) . 

Thus we have the following result. 

Theorem VI.4. For 'Y > f, the following is true 

{:e (~e ® ~f;)} is compact in w - Ll(n). (V 1.13) 

From the equation of continuity (V 1.la) 

and the entropy inequality, 

II Pe ~ 111 :::; C < 00 • 
e LI(n) 

Thus \:I¢ E cg"(n; R) we have 
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I (\l.v,,p) I = I (v, \l,p) I 
~ I (v - J-t", \l,p) I + I (J-t£, \l,p) I 

€ € 

~ Ilv - J-t" II sup l\l,pl + I (J-t£, \l,p) I 
€ LI(n) x € (VI.l4) 

~ Ilv - J-t£ II sup l\l,pl + € II P£ -2
P!n II sup l\l,pl 

€ LI(n) x € LI(n) x 

~O as€~O, 

where 

(f,o) == kfOdX. 

Therefore we prove 

Lemma VI.S. v is weakly divergence free, i.e., \l . v = 0 in the sense of 

distribution. 

The weak formulation of (VI.lb) is given by 

(VI.15) 

If we choose the test function 'l/J in the space of divergence free, i.e., 

then the third term of (VI.15) wi'll eliminate. In fact this idea is equivalent to 

apply the orthogonal projection of LV space onto the subspace that characterized 

by divergence free condition. Since 

(VI.16) 



It is clear that 

Since 

So we have 

.!. rite' 1/J dx ~ f v· 1/J dx , 
€ in in 

11' 1 . - Ite In • 1/J dx ~ vln 
• 1/J dx , 

€ n n 

Pe -1 

Ite ---v 
€ 

a.e. in n, 
a.e. in n. 

~(lte 0 Ite) -v0v a.e. in n. 
Pe € € 

But {;. (.t:t 0 .t:t) }is compact in w - LI(n). Thus 

therefore we derive 

in \11/J : :e (~e 0' ~e) dx - in \11/J : v 0 v dx. 

Take all the convergence results into account we obtain 
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(VI.17) 

(VI.18) 

(V.19) 

(VI.20) 

(VI.2l) 

(V 1.22) 

Note that the vect.or field 1/J is of divergence free. Hence by (V 1.23) we have 



p(V-Vin+V.VV-vLlV) =0 in n, 

V·v = 0 in n, 
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(V I.24) 

where P is the projection(see Appendix D}. Next we discuss the convergence of 

the pressure term. From Theorem D.1 (Helmholtz Decomposition) it follows that 

there exists II such that 

(VI.25) 

and 

V'V = V·vtn = O. (VI.26) 

If we apply the divergence operator to (V I.25) and employing (V 1.26) then II 

satisfies the Poisson equation. (see Appendix D) 

LlII + tr(VY : Vv) = o. (VI.27) 

The regularity theory of the elliptic partial differential equations tell us that we 

will "gain" two derivatives for II. However II is not uniquely determined by the 

incompressible equations. Now 

1 ( in) 1 r1 (J.£e ® J.£e ) 1 (~) ~ J.£e - f-te + €2 V' Pe - ~V. V L..Je (V 1.28) 

:!!.,. V - yin + (v. V)v - vLlY in w - Ll(n). 

From (V I.28), we deduce immediately that 

1 w 1 2 V P(Pe} -' VII in 'IV - L (n). 
€ 

(V 1.29) 

From the convexity of P(Pe) we have 

(VI.30) 

where (:2 = ~(1), and b(€) ~ 0 as € ~ O. Then it follows immediately by Theorem 

VA that 

(V 1.31) 
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After modification of the constant, for the pressure fluctuation we have 

P-(Pe) _- P(Pe) - P(l) w' II 1( ) 
€2 - in w - Ln. (V1.32) 

or 

(V1.33) 

Proof of the Leray ep.ergy inequality 

We start from the entropy inequality 

(V 1.2) 

The convexity for the integrands of all but the middle term on the left side of 

inequality (V 1.2) is as it was for the continuous time problem. The middle term 

is just the entropy of u;n; as such, its integrand is easily to understood to be 

a nonnegative convex function of u;n. It is one of the beautiful properties of the 

classical entropy that this integrand is a joint convex function of both its argument, 

u;n and Ue• The convexity of J gives the following inequality 

J(Uin , U) + ax J(uin , U) (u;n - Uin ) + Oy J(Uin , U) (Ue - U) 

~ J (u;n,u). 

Taking the limits we have 

111 . 12 1 ( . -2 v - Vtn dx ~ liminf"2J U;n, Ue) • n e-O € 

Also by lower semicontilluity 

-2
1 

{ Ivl 2dx ~ liminf ~ ( iI(Ue) • in e~O € in 

(V1.34) 

(V1.35) 

(V 1.36) 

(V 1.37) 
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But 

.!. r iI(u;n) dx ~.!:. r Ivin l2dx 
€2 In. 2 In (V 1.38) 

Combine (V 1.34) - (V 1.38), we deduce the Leray energy inequality 

(V 1.39) 



Appendix A 
Global Existence and Uniqueness for 

The Parabolic Regularization Systems of 
The Compressible N avier-Stokes Equations 
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The purpose of this appendix is to deduce the existence theorem through a 

Hilbert space approach, making use of the theory of fractional powers of operators 

and the theory of semi-groups of operator. We shall reduce the initial value problem 

of (P.R.) to an abstract initial value problem for an operator differential equation 

in a Hilbert space. 

The present section is concerned with the initial value problem for the 

parabolic regularization system of (III. 11 ) - (111.13). 

(P.R.a) 

(P.R.b) 

I: = (\7~) + (\7~)T -! (\7.~) I 
f. - Pf. + € Pf. + € D Pf. + € • 

The Laplacian term, € 6.p€, is introduced due to the physical consideration. For we 

only interested in the situation when the density is nonnegative. Since the solution 

of the heat equation is positivity preserving. In this way, formally we make (P.R.a) 

to be a nonhomogeneous heat equation of pf.. The higher Laplacian term, -€ 6.28 is 

standard. Also the term, (pf. + E), is introduced to overcome the case when vacuum 

occurs. 

Before we go further, let us recall some important estimates that we will 

need very soon. For strongly elliptic differential operator the following fundamental 

a-priori estimates have been established.{see [GiT] and [Paz]) 
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Theorem A.l(Basic Estimate for Strongly Elliptic Operator). 

Let L be a strongly elliptic operator of order 2m on a bounded domain n with 

smooth boundary an in R D and let 1 < p < 00. There exists a constant e such 

that 

(A.l) 

Theorem A.2(Gagliardo-Nirenberg's Inequality). 

Let n be a bounded domain in R D with boundary an of class em and let u E 

wm,r(n) n Lq(n), where 1 < r, q ~ 00. For any integer j, 0 ~ j ~ m and 

jim, ~ () ~ 1 we have 

(A.2) 

provided that 
1 jIm 1 - - - = () (- - -) + (1 - ())-, 
p D r D q 

(A.3) 

and m - j - ~ is not a nonnegative integer. If m - j - ~ is a nonnegative integer, 

then the inequality (A.2) holds with () = jim. 

Theorem A.3. Let A be the generator of a bounded analytic sellligrollp of angle 

(), () > 0, defined in X (X is a Banach space). Then for each m > 0, and each 

~ E X, exp( -tA) . ~ E D(Am) and 

IIAm exp( -tA)· 4>11 ~ e 11~lI/ltlm, (AA) 

for all t > O. e depends on A and m but not on ~. 

In particular when A = b., b.2s we have the result as (AA). 

Theorem A.4. Suppose exp(tA) is an analytic sellligroup on each LV space. Also, 

suppose there exists a positive integer III such that for each p, Dp(A), with its graph 
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norm is continuously embedded in Wm,p(n). Assume n is sufficiently regular so 

that the Gagliardo-Nirenberg's inequality (A.3) holds with this m. Then 

exp(tA) : LP H Lq (A.5) 

is a bounded map, whenever 1 < p < 00 and t > O. Furthermore for any T > 0, 

there is a constant C( depending on p and q) such that 

(A.6) 

where t E (O,T] and ~ = ~ -~. 

Proof: Using in turn, Theorem A.l, Theorem A.2, and Theorem A.3 we obtain 

for all t > 0 

II cxp(tA)IILq(n) ::; Gil exp(tA)¢II~f2,p(n) II exp(tA)¢1I1;1n) 

::; G (t-11l¢1I LP(n) + II exp(tA)¢IILP(n») ° II exp(tA)¢1I1;1n) 

::; G (c11l¢IILP(n) + 1I¢IILP(n») ° II ¢II1;1n) 

::; G(1 + C 1 )OIl¢IILP(n) . 

Hence the result. 

If -A is a positive-definite, self-adjoint operator then the operator exp(tA), 

t ;::: 0, and (-A)a (0 < a ::; 1) can b~ defined by the usual procedure. In fact we 

have 

Proposition A.5. exp(tA) and AlX exp(tA), t > 0, 0 < a ::; 1 arc bounded linear 

operators. More precisely 

II exp(tA)11 ::; 1 and (A.7) 

Let UE = (PE' J.tJ, then the equations (P.R.) become 
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For convenience, let 

{A. g) 

(A.I0) 

and 

(A.ll) 

We can rewrite (A.8) as 

(A.12) 

with the initial data 

Let X = L2 (n) x L2 (n) then the domain of A is 

(A.13) 

Since cg"{n) x cg"{n) is dense in D{A). Therefore A is densely defined in X. 

Let X be a Banach space and let X* be its dual. We denote the value of 

x* E X* at x E X by (x*, x) or (x, x*). For every x E X we define the duality set 

F{x) C X* by 

F{x) = {x* : x* E X* and (x*,x) = IIxll2 = IIx*1I2} . 

From the Hahn-Banach theorem it follows that F{x) -10 for every x EX. 

Definition. A linear operator A is dissipative if for every x E D(A) there is a 

x* E F{x) such that &(Ax, x*) :::; O. 

A useful characterization of dissipative operators is given next. 

Theorem A.6. A linear operator A is dissipative if and only if 

II(>,! - A) xii ~ >'lIxli for all x E D{A) and>' > O. 



It is clear that A is symmetric, furthermore we have 

Lemma A.7. Let A be defined as (A.9), then A is dissipative hence € A. 

Proof: For all >. > 0 we have 
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But 1 - >.~ and 1 + >.~2s arc positive definite. Hcnce by Poincare inequality and 

Garding inequality, we conclude A is dissipative. According to thc previous results 

we ohtain 

Theorem A.B. A satisfies the samc hypot.hesis as Lemma A.G then -A( or -€A ) is 

the infinitesimal generator of an analytic semigroup of operator on L2 (n) x L2 (n) . 

Sincc -A gencrates an analytic semigroup, we can formally rewrite the 

systcm (A.12) as 

i.e., 

p((t) = cxp(t€~) p!n + lot exp (€ (t - r)~) (\7 '/-t() dr, 

/-t((t) = exp( -t€ ~2s}/-t!n + lot exp ( - t(t - r}~2S)N( dr. 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.IG) 

We shall refer to a continuous solution of (A.14) as a mild solution of 

(A.8). More precisely let u;n E X and F€ E Ll ([O.T], X) . The function U€ E 

C([O,T],X) == Y givcn by (A.14) is thc mild solution of the initial valuc problem 

(A.12) on [0, T]. 
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Due to integration by part, we may replace (A.15) - (A.16) by 

Pe(t) = exp(tE L\) p!n - lot V' exp (E (t - T )L\) I'e dT , (A.17) 

I'e(t) = exp( -tE L\2s)l'!n 

- tV' exp ( - E (t - T)L\2s) (I'e ® I'e - Pe - V I:: ) dT. (A.1S) io Pe + E e 

Denote the projection of X onto its first and second coordinates by III an II2 • Let 

(A.19) 

where 

III <I> Ue(t) == exp(tE L\)p!n - lot V' exp (€{t - T)L\) I'e dT, (A.20) 

Ih<I>Ue(t) == exp(-tEL\2")I'!n 

- tV' exp ( - E (t ~ T)L\2s) (I'e 01'e - Pe - V I:: ) ciT. (A.21) io Pe + E e 

Theorem A.9. For <I> defined by (A.19), then it is a contraction in Y -

C ([0, Tj, X) . 

In order to show that <I> is a contraction, we need to estimate 

(A.22) 

We treat the first and second coordinates separately. 

(i) Estimate of IIIII <I>Ui - III <I>U; II£2(n) 

Defore estimating, we need some results about the analytic semigronp EL\. 

As a corollary of Theorem AA we have 

Proposition A.IO Let 1 :::; p < q :::; 00 then for any t > 0, 

(A.23) 
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is a bounded map. Moreover, for each T > 0 there is a constant C such that 

(A.24) 

for all f E LP(n), t E (0, T] and ~ = ~ - ~. Where 

(A.25) 

is the Gaussian kernal of 

Ot u - € tl. u = o. 

Remark : By the maximum principle for the heat equation, it follows that 

exp(fttl.)rp ~ Gt * rp (A.26) 

on n, for all rp ;::: O. That is, exp( fttl.) is a positivity preserving, contraction 

analytic Co semigroup on LP(n). Due to the Gaussian kernel we know 

exp(fttl.)V = Gt * V. 

Integrating by part, we deduce 

- V' exp (fttl.)V = J(t * V, (A.27) 

where 

( )
_!2 X (lxI2) J(t = 47r€t 2 -exp - - . 

2ft 4ft 

Now we are in a position to estimate. 

Ilrrl~U;(t) - rrl~U;(t)IIL2(0) = II t J(t-r * (,.,.! - ,.,.;) drll 10 L2(0) 

~ lot IIJ(t-r * (,.,.! - ,.,.;)IIL2(0) dr (A.28) 

~ lot IIJ(t-rIILl(O) II,.,.! - ,.,.; 11£2(n) dr. 
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But 

hcnce 

Thus we have 

(A.29) 

Let W t be the fundamental solution of 

thcn Wt has the following propertics. 

Lemma A.I!. (sec [Frill) 

(i)IIn:Wtll ~ C1~ cxp(_c2(lxt~eI4S)".~1), 
(t - r) 4. r 

whcre C1 and C2 are positive constants and 0 ~ rn < 48. 

( .. ) Ilnm+anbw II C1 ( c (Ix - e1
4S

) 'I.~l) zz x e t ~ D+lml+lal+lbl Cxp - 2 _ ' 
(t - r) 4. t r 

(iii) lin: n~W(e + x, t, e, r)II ~ C1~ cxp (_ C2 (lxI4S) 'I.~l) , 
(t - r) 40 t - r 

where 0 ~ lal + Ibl ~ rand 0 ~ Irnl < 48. 

For convenience we rewritc (p!,I-£!)T, (p;,/L;)T as (P1,/Ld and (P2,/L2)' 
From (A.21) we have 
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IlII2<I>U; - II2<I>U;II£2(0) 

< t IIWt-r * (ILl ® ILl _ IL2 ® IL2) II dr - Jo PI + € P2 + € £2(0) 

+ it IIWt-r * (P(pt} - P(p2))II£2(0)dr (A.30) 

+ it 11 /lWt - r * (L 1 - L 2) /1£2(0) dr 

= II + 12 +13 , 

We will treat the integrals II, 12 and 13 separately. Before estimating the nonlinear 

terms, we state some results about the product formula of Sobolev space. 

Proposition A.12. 

(i) HS Ht '-+ Hr, where r = min{ s, t, s + t - [D /2] - I} ;?: 0, 

(ii) HS is a Banach algebra when s > D /2. 

For thc gcncral Sobolcv space Wm,P(Sl) , p ;?: 1 if Sl is a domain in RD 

having thc conc propcrty thcn wc havc thc extcnsion of Proposition A.n. 

Proposition A.13. (see [Ada]) 

(i) If sp > D and f E WS,P(Sl), 9 E WSI,P(Sl) with s ;?: SI > 0 then 

and 

(A.31) 

(ii) WS,P(Sl) is a Banach algcbra if sp > D. 

By Young's convolution Theorem, wc arrive 
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but the Callchy-Schwartz's inequality gives us 

II~_AII <11I1-i-I1-~11 +11 I1-HPI-P2) II 
PI + E P2 + E LI(n) - PI + E LI(n) (PI + E)(P2 + E) £len) 

$ 11I1-i - 11-~ IILI(n) + 11I1-~(pi - P2)jILI(n) (A.32) 

$ (III1-III£2(n) + 11I1-2I1L2(n») 1111-1 - I1-21IL2(n) 

+ 11I1-1114 (n) IIPI - P2I1L2(n). 

Now applying Theorem A.2(Gagliardo-Nireilberg's inequality) to 11-2 we obtain 

(A.33) 

where e = ~ < 1, i.e., (A.33) is true for D < 4. Especially we are interested in the 

case when space dimension D = 2 or 3. If we require 

i = 1,2. 

i.e., III1-iIlHI $ R then (A.32) becomes 

II~ - All $ 2R 1111-1 - I1-2I1L2(n) + C1R
2

11PI - P211£2 
PI + E P2 + E LI(n) 

$ Mil U1 - U2 11x , 

where M = max{2R, CR2}. Hence we can conclude 

II $ MIIU1 - U211y lot IIWt-r II £2 dr == MIIU1 - U211y. 

For the ,-law gas P{p) = cp"Y, if 1 < , $ 2 and also require 

then 
IIP(Pl} - P(p2}IILI(n) = C IIPf- p~IILI(n) 

$ C]("Y-ilipi - P2I1L"Y(n) 

$ C]("Y-1 I1Pl - P211£2(n)' 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

(A.36) 



Hence we can estimate integral 12 , 

12 ~ lot IIWt-rllL211P(pd - P(p2)1IL1dr 

~ CJ('Y-1 sup IIpl (t) - P2(t)II£2 
t 

~ M 211U1 - U211y· 

For integral 13 , recall 

== \1~ + \1~ -! \1.~ I. ( ) ( )
T ( ) 

Li Pi + € Pi + € D Pi + € 

Therefore in order to estimate 112:1 - 2:2 II L1 , it suffices to estimate 
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(A.37) 

By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, (A.34) and L2(n) c L1(n) (for bounded domain 

n) we have 

II P;~ € - P:~ € IIL2 ~ II 11;1 ~~2I1L1 + II (p~~:)(~2P~ €) /ILl 

~ 11111 - 11211L2+ 11112(PI - P2)IIL1 

~ 11111 - 11211£2 + 1111211£211pl - P211L2 

~ RIIU1 - U211x. 

Therefore by Young's convolution inequality, 

13 = 1/ lot IIWt- r * (L 1 - LJ IIL2 dr 

~ 1/ lot IIWt - r II L2 IIL1 - LJLl dr 

~ Csup IIU1 - U211x rt IIWt- r ll L2dr 
t Jo 

~ M3 11U1 - U211y· 

(A.38) 

(A.39) 
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Now we can combine (i) and (ii) to deduce the existence of solution for the initial 

value problem of the parabolic reglilarization system. It is clear that <.L> maps X to 

X. Let Me X = L2(n) x L2(n) such that 

(1) U = (p, p,)T EM is strongly measurable, 

(2) p(t);::: 0, for all t ;::: 0, 

(3) IIp(t)lI£2 ~ R, 1Ip,(t)IIL2 ~ R, and II Vp,(t) II £2 ~ R 

with the metric d(U, V) = sUPO:5t:5T IIU(t) - V(t)lIx, where 

IIU(t)lIx = IIp(t)IIL2 + 1Ip,(t)IIL2 

Then M is a nonempty complete metric space. By (i) and (ii), we see that for 

sufficient small T 

is a strict contraction. Thus Theorem A.S is proved. Therefore applying the Picard

Banach fixed point theorem we obtain the unique mild solution UE for the initial 

value problem of the parabolic regularization system, (P.R.), with 

UE E M c C([O,T],X) = Y 

Sum up we have the following local existence theorem. 

Theorem A.14. For D < 4, 1 < I ~ 2, (PE' P,E) E D(A) satisfy (A.34) and (A.36) 

thcn there exist a unique mild solution on [0, T] of (A.I7) - (A.I8). 

Furthermore we have thc global existcnce rcsult. 

Theorem A.IS. Under the hypothesis of Theorcm A.I3 thcn there cxists a unique 

continuous mild solution on [0,00) of (A.I7) - (A.I8). 

Proof: By Theorcm A.I3, we have 

1I<.L>(U(t» - <.L>(U(t»lly ~ C(t) IIU - Vlly, 
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for all t > ° and U, V E M c C([O,T],X) -:- Y. We may assume that t H C(t) is 

monotone non decreasing. By induction we have 

for all n E N. Now let r > ° be fixed but otherwise arbitrary. Choose n so large 

that 

a = (C(t»njn! < 1. 

Then 

lI<.r>nu - <.r>nVlly ~ a IIU - Vlly, 

for all U, V E C([O, rJ, X) = Y. 

Hence <.r> has a unique fixed point in Y. So (A.17) - (A.18) has a unique 

continnous mild solution on [0, r]. Let r tend to 00, we have the global solution. 

We also concern about the regularity of the mild solution for the analytic 

semigronp. 

Theorem A.16. Let U€ = (P€,I-£€) E Y = C([O,oo}} solve (A.17) - (A.18) then 

(i) P€ E C( [0, oo}, H2 n HJ), 

(ii) I-£€ E C( [0,00),H4s n HJS) . 

Proof: (i): Since I-£€ E L2 and V I-£€ E L2, therefore by the regularity theory for 

the heat equation we have 

DtP€ E L2(n x [0, T]), 

Pf E L2(n x [O,T]). 
(AAO) 

Furthermore from (A.17), the explicit expression of Pt'. we take V on both sides 

then 

/IV pf(t)ll£2 ~ /lKt * p!n/l L2 + lot IIV Kt-r * l-£e/l£2 lir 

~ /lKt /i Ll/lp!n/l£2 + lot /IV Kt-r/iLI /ll-£e/l£2 liT < 00. 

(AA1) 
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Thus 

By induction we obtain 

{ii}: Applying V to the both sides of {A.18} then 

IIVJLf:{t}IIL2 ~ IIVWt * JL~nIlL2 + r IIVWt-r * ~II dr Jo Pf: + € £2 

+ lot IIVWt- r * P{pf:} 11£2 dr + v lot IIVWt-r * I:JIL2 dr 

~ IIVWtIlLIIIJL~nIlL2 + sup 1I1-tf:{t}IIL2 rt IIVWt- r Il LI dr (A.42) 
t Jo 

+ C1 sup IIpf:{t}IIL2 r IIVWt- r IlL2 dr 
t Jo 

+ C2 sup IIJLf:{t} 111,2 r IIVWt- r II £2 dr. 
t Jo 

Thus 

JLf: E C([O, 00), HI). 

By induction 

It is a direct consequence of Soholev imbedding theorem that 

Corollary A.17. The mild solution Uf: = (Pf:' JLf:) is a classical solution when 

s > D /2 and the initial data satisfies 
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Appendix B 
The Helmholtz Decomposition of Vector Fields 

The derivation of Leray's formulation for the incompressible Navier-Stokes 

equation was projecting the Navier-Stokcs equation on the space of divergence-free 

vector field to eliminate 'V P. Then we recovered the pressure P from the gradient 

part of (u· 'V)u. This result suggests a gcneral concept of decomposing vector field 

into the divergence-free and gradient part. We state the Helmholts theorem for 

bounded domain and also the periodic domain in this chapter. 

It is well known (see [TemD that the Hilbert space L2(O) (DO is smooth) 

admit.s the following orthogonal decomposition, the Helmholtz decomposition: 

(B.l) 

Here X2 is the closure in L2(0) of the space 

(Co(O))u = {u E Co(O); 'V·u = 0, in O}, (B.2) 

and 

(B.3) 

with !1, the closure of O. It means that the field of velocity u is expressible as the 

sum of an irrotational(potential) field with the divergent-free field. 

(BA) 

Let WS,P(O) (8 E R, 1 < p < 00 ) he the Sobolev space of order s such that 

WO,P(O) = LP(O), and let IIflls,p be the norm of f in WS,P(O). Set 

Xp = closure in LP(O) of {u E Co(O); 'V·u = O}, 

Gp = {'V f; f E W1,p(On, 

P = Pp : LP(O) ~ Xp(O) is t.he projection along Gp(O). 

(B.5) 
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We t.hen have the following generalization due to [fuM] on the direct sum decom

position of LP(n), 1 < p < 00. 

Theorem B.1 (Helmholtz Decomposition). 

(i) LP(n) = Xp E9 Gp(n}, (direct sum) 

(ii) p p • = Pq , q = pip - 1, (P; is the dual operator) 

(iii) Xp(n).L = Gq(n) , (Xp(n).L denotes the annihilator of Xp(n}) 

(iv) Xp(n)* = Xq(n). 

Note: Gp(n) is also a closed subspace of LP(n) . 

The following fact is very useful for studying incompressible flows. 

(B.G) 

Theorem B.2. Every vector field u E L2(RD) n coo(RD) has the unique orthog

onal decomposition, 

u=w+Vg, V·w=O, 

with t.he following properties, 

(i) w, \1g E L2(RD) n coo(RD), 

(ii) w 1. \1g inL2; i.e., (w, Vg)o = 0, 

(iii) lIull6 = IIwll6 + IIV gll6 , 

(iv) IIDo ull6 = IIDQwll6 + II\1DOgIl6, 

for any multi-index of the derivative DO. 

where II . 110 denotes the L2-norm. 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

Next we will formulate the decomposition for periodic vector field u(x) = 

u( x + ed which we ident.ify the functions on a torus TD. The natl1l'al tools for 

studying periodic problems are the F011l'ier series. Here we recall their definitions 

and basic properties. 
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Proposition B.3. Let u be a smooth I-periodic function in RD. Define the 

Fourier series of u by 

u(x) = L exp(27rix. k)u(k) , (B.9) 
kEZD 

where u( k) are the Fourier coefficients, 

u(k) = r exp( -27rix· k)u(x) dx, lTD (B.IO) 

then 

kEZD 

(ii) DQu{x) = L exp(27rix. k)(27rik)Qu (k), (B.ll) 

kEZD 

for any multi-index a. 

From Theorem B.2 we know that if we have a decomposition 

u = w + '\lg, '\l·w = 0, (B.12) 

then lJ is determined by the Poisson's equation 

t::..g = '\l·u. 

But the Poisson's equation on torus TD does not necessary have a solution, for we 

have 

Proposition B.4. Let f E coo(TD), and consider the Poisson's equation 011 a 

torus TD 

-t::..u = f x E TD. 

There exists a solution u E coo(TD) if and only if 

r f(x) dx = O. lTD 
Moreover, the explicit solution can be obtained by Fourier methods as 

u{x) = L exp(27rih:x)(47rlkI2)-1 f(k) , 
kc#O 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 
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and 

(B.16) 

Thus we "gain" two derivatives. 

In our case f = '\I. u, the compatib~lity condition (B.12) is automatically 

satisfied, and we can formulate. 

Proposition B.5(Decomposition on T D). Every vector field U E coo(TD) on 

a torus TD has the unique orthogonal decomposition 

where 

U=u+w+'\Ig, u= r udx, '\I·w=O, lTD 

~ k®kA 
'\Ig = ~ exp(27rkx)lkj2u(k), 

Ikl,to 

and k ® k == (kik j ) . This decomposition has the following properties. 

(i) w, '\Ig E coo(TD) , 

(ii) w..L '\Igin L2(TD) , z.e., r W· '\Igdx = 0, lTD 
(iii) lIu - ull5 = IIwll5 + II'\Ig115 " 
(iv) IIDClUll5 = IIDClwll5 + 11'\1 D ClgIl5· 

(B.17) 

{B.18} 

{B.19} 
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